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Software Developer | Product Designer

+2347069785153 onyekaesso10@gmail.com

https://linkedin.com/in/sylvester-esso-nmakwe https://devonyeka.com

PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY

I am a seasoned software developer with over 6 years of expertise in website design, development, and product design.
Proficient in object-oriented and user-centered design principles, I adhere to the DRY (Don't Repeat Yourself) and KISS
(Keep It Simple, Stupid!) principles, ensuring that my code is both efficient and easily maintainable. I take pride in crafting
user interfaces that seamlessly blend aesthetics with functionality. Adept at swiftly resolving technical issues to ensure
smooth operations, I am confident in consistently delivering exceptional results that exceed expectations.

SKILLS

HTML5 CSS3 Javascript Bootstrap PHP Codeigniter Framework Adobe XD Figma SEO

Wordpress Jira JQuery AJAX Tailwind CSS API Integration Agile Methodologies SQL

Database Management

EXPERIENCE

FRONTEND DEVELOPER AND PRODUCT DESIGN LEAD,  FCT, Abuja
Rextexh International Limited, January 2022-Present

Led the design team and spearheaded the frontend development of a job finder app•
Produced wireframes, prototypes, and mockups for both web and mobile applications, utilizing tools such as
Adobe XD, HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and various APIs

•

Collaborated closely with a cross-functional team of designers and engineers to create user-centered web
experiences

•

Wrote clear and concise code, enhancing the codebase readability and facilitating collaboration with backend
developers.

•

SOFTWARE DEVELOPER,  Abuja, FCT
Freelance, November 2019-Present

Developed and implemented responsive websites using best coding practices•
Integrated APIs and backend functionality to enhance website functionality and user experience•
Customized and implemented Content Management Systems (CMS) such as WordPress•
Integrated e-commerce functionalities, payment gateways, and shopping cart systems into websites•



Conducted website maintenance and updates, including bug fixes and performance optimizations.•
FRONTEND WEB DEVELOPER, PRODUCT SUPPORT AND DIGITAL MARKETER,  Calabar, Cross River
Quest to Reality LTD, October 2017-November 2019

Maintained and developed bug fixes and patch sets for existing web applications•
Collaborated with the development team and management to design, develop, and launch the company's website•
Designed, managed, and deployed databases for web applications•
Contributed to the design, development, and successful launch of a cloud-based school management software by
collaborating closely with the development team

•

Reviewed, created, and edited blog posts to ensure high content quality•
Increased website traffic by 30% by creating an integrated social media strategy•
Increased conversion rates by 11% through effective social media marketing•
Provided essential support to staff by troubleshooting and resolving various technical issues in a reliable manner•
Provided product support by creating support articles, video tutorials, and staff training videos•
Created bespoke result templates for a school and integrated them in the school management•
Provided consultancy services to clients on the school management software•
Diagnosed and troubleshooted hardware and software problems.•

EDUCATION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (B.S.) IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
Madonna University,  February 2015

CERTIFICATIONS

Web Development with PHP (APTECH)• User Experience Design Essentials (UDEMY)•


